This map corresponds to the plane of Midgard, one of many world images of our planet, this being the original home to humanity.

As a result of the many events that occurred as direct causes of magical engineering, humans were forced to locate themselves on the Wonder Island, which is now called Vanaheim and destroyed by monsters.

Humans were later on forced to leave the island, and found refuge in the cold lands of Cyr, where peace was found for some decades. Later on, as populations grew, civilizations grew in confidence too, and colonies started to migrate to other lands. Some speculate the first ethnics to do so were today’s Yamashini-ren and the men of Nok.

Colonies migrated from Cyr to what is today Syrinx, some expanded towards Abasantis while others moved towards the inner parts of the continent, to where Parnassus was founded. Others moved towards the seas, founding Ardmore and then Aleko.

Other colonies soon followed through, and so reconquering of the lands started.

There is still no intention however to populate the Wonder Island, as most people fear what could be found there. Other lands are still either unknown or waiting to be fully taken.
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